Skills for the Week:
Week 5
Review Skills:
● Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and
three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, orientation, and/or overall
size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes.
● Math Fact Skill Practice: Twos (2 + __=__)
● Addition Word Problems
● Writing at least 3 sentences and a picture to match, using capital letters and
punctuation.
● Reading and Writing using beginning, middle, and end
● Reading daily!
● Making observations of things around them
● Problem solving and building

New Skills:
●
●
●
●
●

Spelling Words
#WellnessWednesday
Earth Week- Earth Day is Wednesday, April 22nd
Writing using 5 senses (sight, smell, touch, tast, hear)
Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles,
half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right
rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a
composite shape and compose new shapes from the composite shape.

Video resources for the week: * click on the underlined link to watch videos
● 3D Shapes- Start video at 6:50:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REjfX9cDavw
● 3D Shapes- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkMcboPCg7A
● 5 Senses- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lpev_Raequo
● 5 Senses- https://jr.brainpop.com/health/bodies/senses/
● Earth Day- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl3zgcL0Tv8
https://youtu.be/Il1RX6_h9Xc
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Week 5, Day 1
Spelling Words: after, went, nice, house, from, we
Math Fact Skill (practice every day): Twos (2 + __ = __)
2+0=2

2+1=3

2+2=4

2+3=5

2+4=6

2+5=7

2+7=9

2+8=10

2+9=11

2+10=12

2+11=13

2+12=14

2+6=8

1. Spelling: Use spelling words above 2. Math: Review 3D shapes from last
and write words using the “write it, box week. Complete the “Shape Match
it, write it again” strategy.
Up” sheet attached.
See Example Below:

*Watch a 3D video shared online if
possible to review 3D shapes.

3. Daily Quick Write: Would you rather 4. Reading: Read a book with an adult.
be hot or cold? Why? What would it
Find all the proper nouns you can in
feel like?
the book you read and write them
down. Don’t forget to capitalize the
first letter when you write the word
*Be sure to write at least 3 sentences
and a picture to match! Use capital letters down!
and punctuation!
6. Creative: Think about the 5 senses:
see, hear, taste, touch, smell. Trace
your hand where each finger/thumb
*Examples: hop like a bunny, waddle like stands for a sense. Inside draw/color
something that represents what you
a duck, gallop like a horse, run like a
heard today and label it.
tiger, jump like a kangaroo, and so on.
5. Physical Activity: Animal races.
(Think of actions verbs to do)

Week 5, Day 1, Task #2
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Week 5, Day 2
Spelling Words: after, went, nice, house, from, we
Math Fact Skill (practice every day): Twos (2 + __ = __)
2+0=2

2+1=3

2+2=4

2+3=5

2+4=6

2+5=7

2+7=9

2+8=10

2+9=11

2+10=12

2+11=13

2+12=14

2+6=8

1. Spelling: Use spelling words above
2. Math: See attached.
and write words using the “write it, box 3D Shape Count and Graph, count the
it, write it again” strategy. And then put number of each shape you see and then
the words in ABC order.
graph.
See Example Below:

3. Daily Quick Write: If you could spend 4. Reading: Read a book with an adult.
the night with a lion, what would you
Find one or two words that you are
do, what would you see, what would
unsure of. Look them up in a
you smell? Where would you go?
dictionary (if you have one) or online
(if you are able). Write down the
*Be sure to write at least 3 sentences
definitions and try to use the word in
and an illustration to match! Use
a sentence.
capital letters and punctuation!
5. Lend A Helpful Hand: Make your bed 6. Physical Activity: Have you ever
this morning and help everyone in your
had a secret handshake? Make up a
house make their beds too! How many
secret hand shake with someone
beds did you have to make?
you live with!

Week 5, Day 2, Task #2
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Week 5, Day 3 - #WellnessWednesday and Earth Day
Spelling Words: after, went, nice, house, from, we
Math Fact Skill (practice every day): Twos (2 + __ = __)
2+0=2

2+1=3

2+2=4

2+3=5

2+4=6

2+5=7

2+7=9

2+8=10

2+9=11

2+10=12

2+11=13

2+12=14

1. Spelling: Use spelling words above
and write words using the “rainbow
write” strategy using 3 different
colors.

2+6=8

2. Math: See attached 3D Shapes.
Match the 3D shape with the object.
Then count how many shapes you see
in the pictures.

See Example Below:

3. Daily Quick Write:#WellnessWednesday 4. Earth Day from Mrs.
Muscaro-Winters: Draw a tree. No
How are you feeling today? What new
“lollipop” trees! Really observe and
activity do you like to do at home?
draw what you see. Consider using
the trunk, bark, and leaves to make
*Be sure to have an illustration to
texture rubbings on your drawing.
match!
5. F
 amily Time: Get your family
together (or your siblings or even
stuffed animals) and play a game
together! Any game you choose!

6. Physical Activity from Ms.
Chistopher: Show your adult how you
can do ABC pushups. Be sure to
stretch after to cool down your body!

Week 5, Day 3, Task #2
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Week 5, Day 4
Spelling Words: after, went, nice, house, from, we
Math Fact Skill (practice every day): Twos (2 + __ = __)
2+0=2

2+1=3

2+2=4

2+3=5

2+4=6

2+5=7

2+7=9

2+8=10

2+9=11

2+10=12

2+11=13

2+12=14

2+6=8

1. Spelling:Spelling: Use spelling words 2. Math: Make up a word problem using
above and write words using the “write
addition. Find someone at home to
it, box it, write it again” strategy. And
solve it.
then pyramid write the words.
Example: I had 3 balls. My friend gave me
See Example Below:

3 more balls. How many do I have now?
3+3=6

3. Daily Quick Write: What is your
favorite springtime candy? What does
it look like, feel like, or taste like?

4. Reading: Try to find a nonfiction
book and read with an adult. Pick out
3 facts you didn't know before.

*Be sure to write at least 3 sentences and
an illustration to match! Use capital letters
and punctuation!
5. Creative:  Think about your favorite
6. Be a helpful hand: Help someone at
animal. Draw a picture of it and where
home by asking what you can do to
it lives.
help.
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Week 5, Day 5
Spelling Words: after, went, nice, house, from, we
Math Fact Skill (practice every day): Twos (2 + __ = __)
2+0=2

2+1=3

2+2=4

2+3=5

2+4=6

2+5=7

2+7=9

2+8=10

2+9=11

2+10=12

2+11=13

2+12=14

1. Spelling: Have your adult give
you a spelling test on the words
above to see how you do! You
can even send a picture to your
teacher!
3. Daily Quick Write: Imagine you
have a flower in your hands right
now… what does it look like, feel
like, smell like, or sound like?

2+6=8

2. Math: Practice your math facts
for adding and subtracting. Quiz
yourself with the attached math
fact twos quiz.
4. Reading:  Read a book with an
adult. Draw a picture about the
book. (You can read books
online too!)

*Be sure to write at least 3
sentences and an illustration to
match! Use capital letters and
punctuation!
5. Practice Handwriting: Look at
6. Creative: Earth Week from Mrs.
the sentences attached at
Muscaro-Winters: Use only
practice writing them on your
recycled materials- Make a
own. Be sure to use capital and
collage, sculpture, or object of
lowercase letters. Focus on
your choice with only recycled
making short and tall letters and
materials (aka trash) from your
making the letters touch the lines.
house.

Week 4, Day 5, Task 2: Math Fact Twos Quiz

Week 4, Day 5, Task 5: Practice Handwriting

